Beginning with the introduction of PPC’s 1040 Deskbook in 1988, our Deskbooks have been a hit with thousands of tax practitioners. The reason is simple: they provide complete and easy-to-understand answers for solving real-life tax return issues. Other tax publishers stop with interpretation and analysis, often leaving you to determine how something should be reported.

Our Deskbooks take you the rest of the way, bridging the gap between interpreting the tax law and reporting real-life client transactions.

Be sure that your clients’ tax returns are accurately, consistently, and efficiently prepared with:

- **Expert guidance** written by experienced practitioners, addressing the key issues you or your staff will encounter
- **Key issues:** return preparation issues that are new, different from last year, unclear, or commonly misunderstood
- **Hundreds of real-life examples** help you and your staff quickly grasp the concepts
- **Filled-in forms** ensure items are properly reported and reduce audit triggers
- **Return preparation checklists** guide you through troublesome areas to minimize risk of costly errors
- **Engagement letters** define your responsibilities, reducing the risk of client misunderstandings
- **Quick reference tables** summarize key tax amounts, making it easy for staff to quickly locate information they need
- **Worksheets and election statements fill the gaps** not covered by your software and help document calculations to avoid preparer penalties
- **Client organizers help you gather data** from clients in consistent formats that save you time
- **Roadmaps** to tax planning help you identify tax-saving opportunities by reviewing a client’s or prospective client’s completed tax return.
- **Consistent Deskbook layout** enables staff to easily transition to other returns

*Roadmaps to tax planning are available for the 1040, 1065, 1120, and 1120S Deskbooks. Also ask us about PPC’s companion Tax Planning Guides.*
PPC’s Tax Deskbooks

PPC’s Tax Practice Aids

Save valuable preparation and review time by getting all the editable practice aids in the related PPC Tax Deskbook (~100 per title!) delivered in convenient Microsoft® Word and Excel templates. Designed by accountants for accountants, these practice aids are loaded with built-in features to help you work smarter and faster. Choose from customizable client letters, checklists, worksheets, elections (including those your tax preparation software doesn’t have), and more!

Tax Practice Aids in Word and Excel are available for Forms 1040, 1065, 1120S, and 1041.

Here’s what tax practitioners are saying about PPC’s Tax Deskbooks

“I use PPC Deskbooks to obtain plain English explanations to tax issues. The checklists and worksheets are extremely helpful in organizing data. The examples are extremely helpful in interpreting and clarifying the explanations. The Roadmaps are a constant resource, as well. The packaging of several Deskbooks together makes them very reasonably priced—in fact, a bargain.”
—Susan L. Schuchat, CPA

“I have used PPC Deskbooks since I opened my practice over 14 years ago. I have found them to be consistent and excellent resources covering many topics.”
—Joan M. Paquette, CPA, PFS, MBA